particularly the equations that arise in dynamics and celestial mechanics, was his main research field for a number of years. Over the period 1923-38, he published thirteen papers in this field, bearing mainly on periodic solutions and relations between different manifolds of periodic solutions, and on the possible complexities of non-periodic solutions. In 1966, some earlier unfinished work was published.
In the late 1930's Cherry turned to an interest in mathematical logic. He spent some time mastering Godel's theorem, but though in this field he read a great deal and entered into discussions with Melbourne philosophers, he did not publish any papers. In 1937 he was asked to give a lecture (published by the Melbourne University Press) in commemoration of the tercentenary of the publication of Newton's Principia. This led him to an intensified interest in the foundations of the theory of mechanics. In the notes he has left, he wrote:
'While I am interested in the facts of Nature, I am much more inter ested in scientific theories, and particularly in fundamental questions, e.g. whether the classical principles of Dynamics form a sufficient foundation for Statistical Mechanics. When such questions are formu lated mathematically, they become problems in pure mathematics, and it is really to this subject that most of my work belongs. On the fundamental questions themselves I have perhaps arrived at under standing, but have found nothing sufficiently interesting to publish.' Actually, Cherry did present some of his ideas on the foundations of mechanics in his A.N.Z.A.A.S. address, which was published in 1958. The approach in this paper is rather severely formalistic and mainly leaves aside questions of uncertainty and inductive inference.
During World War II, Cherry's interests turned to questions of a more practical nature, to which he applied his skills in mathematical analysis. Examples are questions on the detection of aircraft by radar, and on the pressure and temperature generated in a film of nitroglycerine when hit by a hammer. The war also sowed the seeds of a later interest in electronic computers, an interest which grew in his subsequent post-war researches. Those with whom he worked during the war were high in praise of his physical insight as well as his formal mathematical powers.
In 1945, his attention was called by a former pupil to a class of problems in the flow of gases, and in particular to a method (the hodograph method) which, it was thought, might yield detailed results of much physical interest at the hands of a good mathematical analyst. Previously no more than crude approximation methods had been applied to the problems. Cherry succeeded in deriving formally exact flow patterns of importance to trans-sonic flows past aerofoil shapes and to the design of supersonic wind tunnel shapes. This new activity led him to publish some fifteen further substantial papers from 1947 on, and he was elected to the Royal Society in 1954. The papers included several on auxiliary mathematical analysis, mainly on the approxi mation to functions by asymptotic expansions and the numerical summation Thomas MacFarland Cherry by slowly convergent series. Around this time, Melbourne University acquired the electronic computer constructed by T. Pearcey of the G.S.I.R.O., and Cherry interested himself not only in the programing detail but also in the more practical properties of the computer.
Cherry's research career was that of an individualist. His notes state: 'By taste, or upbringing, I have preferred always the "do it yourself" method. This began when, at the age of 7, my attendance at school involved a walk of nearly 4 miles every day. With the help of prizes and scholarships, whose attainment involved little effort for me, I have been practically self-supporting since the age of 17.1 have "directed" the initial research efforts of a fair number of students but by force of circumstances reinforced by inclination, I have not tried to form a "research school".' Cherry was intensely interested in the teaching of undergraduates in his Melbourne University Department. On this, he wrote:
'For over 20 years I was responsible for the whole mathematical syllabus, pure and applied, and I have always regarded the associated teaching as my chief responsibility. For over a decade the stint was four courses of lectures per term. Since I am really attached to teaching this was no burden. At one time or another I have taught every subject in the curriculum, at all levels.' One of his greatest prides was the success of the cream of his students in their subsequent careers and his notes state 'I am most conscious of the twoway reaction between teaching and research'.
When I went to Melbourne in 1940 I found a Department of Mathematics which, in respect of fine attention to undergraduates' needs and highly efficient organization, I have not seen bettered in any of the universities I have since visited in many countries. The foundations for this efficiency had been laid by J. H. Michell, F.R.S., Cherry's immediate predecessor in the Melbourne Chair and a world figure in applied mathematics. Cherry was Michell's star pupil and set out to perfect the work on the undergraduate structure which Michell had begun.
Cherry had also, when a student in Melbourne, come under the influence of Professor E. J. Nanson, and D. K. Picken and C. E. Weatherburn of Ormond College. Picken was still in Melbourne (as Master of Ormond College) at the time of my arrival and I was able to learn something of his influence on Cherry. Picken had a first-class logical brain and might have had a significant mathematical career were it not for the inhibiting effect of an unbridled passion for formalism. Cherry, though aware of Picken's limita tions, had a great respect for Picken and told me that it was Picken who first imbued him with the importance of mathematical rigour. From talks with both Picken and Cherry, I gathered the impression that Picken also contributed to the development of one of the strongest traits in Cherry's disposition, namely, thoroughness and extreme attention to detail. Cherry was, however, constitutionally incapable of ever being other than thorough.
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Contributing also to the quality of Cherry's undergraduate department, as I saw it in the 1940's, was something in the nature of a scout-like approach which had both its pros and its cons. (Actually, scouting was another major activity of Cherry, from his Cambridge days onward.) The predominant note in the department was that service to students and the department must be placed above all else. Cherry himself was devoted to the welfare of the department and students and took great interest in questions of pedagogy, syllabus and examinations at the school as well as the university level. He himself was a very competent lecturer, methodical and lucid, with his material meticulously ordered and errorless.
In Victoria, in contrast to the circumstances in some other Australian States, the University of Melbourne had virtually full control over syllabuses and examinations in the main secondary school system. The university conducted not only the Matriculation, but also the School Leaving and Intermediate examinations. In much of this work (and not wholly con fined to mathematics) the guiding hand was Cherry's. In mathematics, he built up model relations with secondary school teachers and when he had won their confidence delegated important sections of work to them.
Part of his strength lay in the research frame of mind he brought to bear in problems of education and examination. Where many senior academics have tended to decree, and still decree, on these matters without appreci ating the depth of underlying problems, Cherry never acted without intense prior fact-finding and investigation. Thus he was equipped to give informed (firmly, but mildly, expressed) rejoiners to professional educationists with differing viewpoints and usually would quickly win the opposition round.
By the time I had arrived in Victoria, he had acquired an almost god like stature among the mathematical teachers of the State, and the quality of preparation of entrants to Melbourne University was streets ahead of that in any other Australian State. In spite of current fanfares in some other States, it is doubtful whether school education in mathematics and physics will for many years approach the quality it reached in Victoria in Cherry's time. Among several other things, I owe Cherry a personal debt for what I learned when in Melbourne about the principles of setting and assessing examination papers-principles which were arrived at through solid research and controlled experiments instituted by Cherry. I have nowhere seen a fairer assessment of students' results than in Melbourne, nor more intelligently conducted examinations.
If any criticsim could be made of the Melbourne department in those days, it could only be of the extent to which devotion on such matters was carried. I sometimes felt that the emphasis on undergraduate needs, admir able as it was in so many ways, yet carried with it an undue tax on the staff's research activity. For most of the third term, for example, the time devoted to preparing and criticizing examination question papers by the entire department made it next to impossible to concentrate on any deep research. There was also a severe tax on research energies in the second term-in Melbourne's foggy winter when colds and influenza are rife. Even though the staff was quite small in those days, the rules of the department required every undergraduate lecture to be given-when a staff member was away sick others would take over his courses and then themselves often became sick. Thus one might have suddenly to drop research and reading for periods inside the winter terms to prepare and deliver sometimes up to two full additional courses. In the changed conditions of today, the very thought of the total lecture load sometimes reached, a load which Cherry himself fully shared, would make the average modern young lecturer go pale. Many miscellaneous extra-curricular tasks involving mathematical effort were carried out by the department in a volunteering spirit. Staff members were expected (though not quite directed) by Cherry to work with him on these tasks, often at zero notice. (At the same time, it should be said that many of the staff, especially those who were Melbourne graduates, loved working with Cherry on his enthusiasms.) While these matters need to be stated to give a balanced picture of life in the department, they should not detract from the outstanding fact that Cherry built up in Melbourne a Department of Mathe matics of enviable reputation. Its fruits are to be seen in the achievements of and posts held subsequently by many of the department's graduates.
For my own part, the five years I spent in Cherry's department were an invaluable contribution to my education and to my qualification for a Chair. Even though conditions in New South Wales have made it difficult for me to bring to bear all the features I most admired in the Melbourne Department, I had the privilege of seeing in Melbourne a great machine in action and of profiting from my observations of its greatnesses as well as its limitations. It was also a privilege to work in the presence of one of Australia's best mathe matical analysts of the time.
A further interesting passage in Cherry's notes refers to his regret at having to relinquish in 1952 the title o f'Professor of Mathematics, Pure and Mixed'. He always felt that this title provided the best description of his interests and it was only after hesitation and with some reluctance that he elected to take the Chair of Applied Mathematics. He regarded himself as essentially a pure mathematician-though his interest was not in modern abstract mathematics-whose tastes led him intermittently to use his analytical skills in a variety of contexts. Where many applied mathe maticians nowadays put context first and the mathematics second, mathe matical analysis came first with Cherry.
I first met Tom Cherry in 1931 when he and his wife Olive graciously entertained me in their home when I was a New Zealand student passing through Melbourne on my way to England. After 1946 when I left Melbourne University, our paths continued to cross a great deal, partly through common interests as holders of Chairs of Applied Mathematics, but even more so after 1954 when the Australian Academy of Science was founded and brought us into close contact on a number of national tasks.
I thought he rose to his best as a Secretary of the Academy. In the early part of the International Geophysical Year, for example when H. C. Webster and I carried heavy loads as convener and chairman of the national com mittee, Cherry was a tower of strength. Where some other Academy officers appeared indifferent to the necessities of Australia's IGY contributions, Cherry saw the needs clearly and worked hard as Academy Secretary to obtain indispensable Government support. He is one of a quite small number of men who enabled Australia's reputation in respect of the IGY to be saved. Again, during the formation of the International Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research, Cherry worked hard behind the scenes in Australia's interest. These are two examples in which I had close first-hand knowledge of what he did. But the Academy Secretaryship also brought out in him his latent qualities that surprised even many of his friends who had known him closely in the Victorian setting. He was also successful, though sometimes slightly controversial, as Presi dent of the Academy. As third President, Sir Thomas Cherry saw the Academy through an important epoch in its history when its place as an Australian institution was beginning to emerge. He had the distinction of admitting His Royal Highness, the Duke of Edinburgh, as a Royal Fellow of the Academy, and of receiving the Grant of Arms to the Academy. During his presidency, the Basser Library was opened, Senior Fellowships were established by the Academy, and active steps were taken to form discussion groups with representative industrialists.
Cherry had no hesitation in taking a strong and positive action on a number of occasions when he felt this to be in the Academy's interest. He had strong views on broadening the basis of Academy membership. In his Quadrennial Review as retiring president, he wrote in 1965:
T make no secret of my own opinions: (1) that the tendency of the Academy should be towards a suitably circumspect and marginal broadening of the basis for its membership; (2) that its tendency in fact has not been this; (3) that my own attempt to propagate the less conservative policy was badly judged; for example, I tried to go too quickly.' It remains an acutely controversial question within the Academy as to the extent, if any, to which the Academy ought to change its policy in respect of balance between pure and applied science.
In most of his outlooks, Cherry took an Australian viewpoint, though he also had a great regard and liking for British ways. He looked increasingly toward the international scientific scene after he became Secretary A to the Academy. As Academy President, his chief international venture was his enthusiastic acceptance of an exchange of delegations between the Academy and the Academia Sinica of Peking, which was not without its contro versial aspects. While there was general agreement among the Australian scientific community that the President of the Academy should foster all possible good relations with Chinese scientists, irrespective of official Government attitudes, there was some concern that the President should Thomas M acFarland Cherry 123 take the further step of expressing publicly a view on the question of the admission of China to the United Nations. Many felt that an Academy President should refrain from declaring on a major question involving expert knowledge outside the field of the Academy. At the same time, none could ever question Cherry's sincerity in doing what he thought right, even if unpopular. He was a man of principle.
From examples such as the above, it will be correctly inferred that Cherry was a strong and fearless character. Yet he was also among the gentlest of men. The furthest he ever went toward expressing displeasure was a faint flicker of an eyebrow which rarely failed to quell any one who ventured too far in directions he did not approve of. He was not only a gentle man, but a man of kindliest intentions. He was also a man of austere integrity. One always knew where one stood with him even if one sometimes had opposed views. When one did disagree, he was a formidable opponent-in a quiet way. He was a man without malice or grudge, with strong views on his purpose in life. Most people who knew him well rather loved him or at least admired him, though few came close to being really fully in tune with him. Many who did not know him well thought him cold, but that was a mistake: he had a warm disposition below the surface. He was a doer rather than a talker. He was also a philanthropist and personally generous in an unostentatious way.
He had fairly definite political views, at times somewhat, but not very far, left of centre. He was essentially an independent thinker: one could not imagine him having any political affiliation. He once told me that he thought one should vote left to get some new ideas into government and then vote right a few years later in order to get straightened out the mess that socialists always make of things. In his earlier years his attitude to rank and privilege could sometimes be pointedly off-hand and he was casually scornful of the fopperies of society. In later years his attitudes changed a little, though he by no means became strongly conservative, as his record as Academy President shows.
Not only did he think as an Australian but he loved the Australian countryside. He tramped almost everywhere in Victoria and loved expound ing on the local geology and flora and fauna. He lived a vigorous and disciplined life with few frills. Camping and mountaineering were another major part of his activities. His notes state: 'My love of camping and moun taineering connects in one direction with "do it yourself" and in another direction-via the shapes of hills-with geometry and mathematics. ' The stories of his robust physique are legion. The following example, relating to an incident on an outing of the Melbourne University Moun taineering Club, of which he was president, gives an interesting glimpse of his ways. A group including Cherry (aged about 50 at the time) and others all much younger, had come after a long day's tramping to the foot of an 800-ft hill standing between them and their destination. The worn and tired young men and women put it to the President that the group go round 124 Biographical Memoirs the hill and not over. 'The route is shorter over the hill' came the unyielding reply, and before protests could become articulate, the President was striding rapidly upward at a pace that belied his years, with the rest of the group straggling mournfully behind.
It was thought by all his friends that Cherry would continue after retire ment into a long period of mental and physical activity. It came as a great shock when in early 1965 he was stricken with a heart attack. This followed a grim thirty-hour struggle for survival in which he and his son-in-law were benighted in a precipitous area without food or water and in summer heat. With characteristic courage, after a short convalescence, he resumed his interrupted activities and even added to them, for example in his work for Latrobe University. But he succumbed to a second heart attack on 21 November 1966. He leaves behind him his widow, Lady Olive Cherry, and his only daugther Jill, now Mrs J. D. Stowell of Newcastle, N.S.W. A great tribute is due to Lady Cherry who placed her husband's interests first in all things and unobtrusively gave him precisely the support which a man of his type needed.
The writer would like to acknowledge gratefully the help he has received from several of Sir Thomas Cherry's friends in compiling this article, and especially from Professor E. R. Love who kindly supplied a quantity of the biographical material used and checked various details. 'My study of Statistical Mechanics in 1921-2 led me to problems in the theory of differential equations, particularly such as arise in Dynam ics and Celestial Mechanics, which were my main concern for about 20 years. The problems mainly concerned (1) periodic solutions, and the relations between different manifolds of periodic solutions; and (2) the possible complexities of non-periodic solutions. Some of this work still awaits completion and publication.
'In 1945 a former pupil called my attention to problems concerning the flow of gases, and in particular to a method (hodograph method) which might yield exact flow patterns of great physical interest provided sufficient analytical ingenuity were brought to bear. The investigation of such flows had hitherto been made only with the help of rather crude approximations. In this field I have published a fair number of papers since 1947, dealing with transonic flows past aerofoil shapes and the design of supersonic wind tunnel shapes. As a subsidiary to this work, problems arose concerning the approximation to functions by means of asymptotic expansions and the numerical summation of slowly convergent series, to which I have made contributions.'
I. Ordinary differential equations
The first papers written by Cherry (while he was the Isaac Newton Student at Cambridge) are determined and successful attempts to grapple with an outstanding problem of the form of the periodic solutions of the differential equations of Hamiltonian dynamics.
In paper (2)* these equations are taken in the general form,
where Xi, . . . , Xn, are single-valued, analytic functions of the real variab Xi,. . . ,
x "i n some bounded domain, and there exists a positive n-th orde
It is assumed that the trajectories through the points of some finite ^-dimensional domain V do not pass through, or arbitrarily near to, any singular point, at which Xk = 0 for k -1, never leave the domain V.
Under these circumstances it is proved that the general solution of the dynamical equations is of the form 
F0 is independent of the variables ji, . .., y", while Fi is periodic in these variables. Poincare had proved that there are no uniform integrals analytic in the parameter /x, but Cherry showed that this conclusion is no longer true when the condition of analyticity is dropped, and gave the following example:
where mi , m2 are integers. In this case there is an integral 0 = cons where
Paper (5) examines the problem of integrals passing through a critical point. In this case the leading terms in the Hamiltonian have the form H = 2 XkxkJkk Provided that the exponents ^A*, k = 1, . .., relation of the form k where the Ak are integers, not all zero, then Cherry proved that there are n independent integrals, expressible as formal power series in the x's andjy's, and he gave explicit expressions for the coefficients, but the question of convergence was left open. A further investigation of this problem is given in (10).
Paper (6) (There are, of course, non-analytic integrals such as A r2A lA T i *2 = constant.)
In many of these investigations, when the origin is a critical point, it is advantageous to make a homogenous linear transformation of the variables so that the equations xr -Xr, r = 1, . . ., tak which the coefficients of the linear terms in the functions Xr form a matrix in the Jordan canonical form. When the differential equations have the Hamiltonian form it is important that this transformation should be a contact transformation, in order to preserve the Hamiltonian character of the system. In (9) Cherry showed that such a contact transformation can always be found, even when the coefficients are periodic functions of the time.
Paper (11) is a massive contribution to the general theory of periodic solutions of Hamiltonian systems, which provides a classification of all periodic orbits. A beautifully simple example, constructed by Cherry, is provided by the Hamiltonian
with 0 < Ai <£A2, where a complete solution is obtained by quadratives.
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When a solution of a system of differential equations is regarded as a curve in a suitably specified space topological considerations suggest the study of the derived set of the curve, which consists of the curve itself and the to-and a-limit sets (i.e. its 'positive and negative' ends) introduced by Birkhoff.
In (12) Cherry gave a method of classifying solutions according to theii: relations to the associated co-and a-limit sets, and developed a generalization of the descriptive theory of transitive systems. The paper concludes typically with a very general method of constructing simple examples of the general theory.
When the space of a set of differential equations is a torus with angular coordinates xx, x2, the functions X x In (13) Cherry studied the case in which the family of trajectories has real singular points, at which X x and X 2 vanish simultaneo in proving that there exist recurrent trajectories of the type called 'dis continuous'. In this case, if we follow some or all of the trajectories they cut any meridian of the torus in a set of points E which is dense in itself but nowhere dense on the meridian.
Cherry did not return to the subject of differential equations until 1957 when he gave the Presidential Address to the Australian Mathematical Society (34). Too modest to describe this address as a complete review, Cherry described a number of interesting pathological features which can occur even when the functions Xr are functions of the simplest kind, e.g. polynomials. An example is provided by a pendulum whose point of support is compelled to oscillate in a vertical line.
II. Fourier-type expansion theorems
Paper (14) is remarkable for the ease with which it establishes the integral theorems of Fourier, Hankel and Weber for functions which are exponen tially large at infinity by comparatively elementary means. Thus in the case of the Fourier integral, Cherry starts from the solution y = ) of the differential equation, for which F = 0 at x = 0, while F is bounded if > 0 a part of w tends to + 00. Then by a surprisingly direct argument he shows that, if/(x) is of bounded variation in any finite part of 0 ^ < 00, and The analysis is easily modified to yield the other theorems of the Fourier group and similar methods are applied to the Fourier-Bessel series and the theorems of Henkel and Weber, starting with the appropriate solution
Somewhat similar results are obtained in (15) which discusses the ex pansions in terms of the parabolic cylinder functions Dv when amp £ = 3^77/4 and is purely imaginary. These are the functions involved when the plane wave equation is expressed in terms of parabolic coordinates x and y, and z is equal to x orjy. Starting with the function
if # ^ â nd | amp 9 | < 77/4, Cherry finds that, if f ( t )i s of bounded variation in ^ , then r i+v 7 7 i{/(x -0)+ /(x+ 0)} = lim r ->00 J -£-ir This leads to a variety of expansions which can be extended to the infinite range ( -00 < x < 00). Interesting examples are provided by the functions f(x,y) = exp {-\i (x2-y 2)cos oc-^ixy sin a} and/(x) = D^xrj) for x> 0, or 0 for x< 0.
III. Asymptotic expansions
A well-known problem in the theory of the Bessel function, J v (wc) is to obtain an asymptotic expansion for large values of v, which shall be uniformly valid, to an arbitrarily high order in in the neighbourhood of the transition point x = 1, where J v (vx) passes from the range 0 < x< 1, in which it is monotone, to the range, x > 1, in which it is oscillating. In (16) Cherry gave a preliminary account of his researches in this problem, which start from a comparison of the differential equation for K\ (vu) . The numerical accuracy of Cherry's asymptotic formula is surprisingly good.
A fuller account of this work is given in (17) for solutions of the differential equation d2 yldz2+ y{-v2z+g(z,v~2} = 0, the transition point being at z -0, the pri Bessel functions and certain hypergeometric functions.
Cherry's researches into gas-flows, investigated by the hodograph method, require, for their numerical application, asymptotic formulae for hyper geometric functions of large order. These functions possess the familiar feature of being monotonic for that interval of their argument which corresponds to subsonic flow, and of being oscillating in the supersonic region. Cherry's formulae (18) give uniform approximation near the tran sition point and provide 7-figure accuracy. Other writers had already given the leading approximations to the primary solutions, but Cherry gave the full asymptotic series of the logarithmic solution, a complete discussion of the 'transonic region' and numerical tables.
In a subsequent paper (19) Cherry gave extensive numerical tables covering this region for which elementary asymptotic formulae are not available. These results are of fundamental importance for any exact study of compressible flow by the hodograph method. Cherry's own researches in this field are described in the next section.
The infinite 'hodograph' series which occur in the theory of gas flow may be very slowly convergent, and, with a view to the numerical summation of such series Cherry ( 
IV. Flow of gases
The problem of the two dimensional potential flow of a compressible perfect fluid about a cylinder or through a nozzle presents formidable mathematical difficulties. The equations of motion for the velocity potential < f ii n the 'physical' plane with Cartesian coordinates x and y is non-linear, and hence there arise questions of the existence and uniqueness of solutions which are of great difficulty, together with the problem of obtaining numerical solutions, which is sufficiently formidable even in the simplest cases.
In 1940 Ringleb drew attention to the researches of Molenbroeck and Chaplygin which had been forgotten by Western scientists for nearly forty years. These writers showed that the non-linear equation for the velocity potential (f> in terms of the Cartesian coordinates x,y could be linearized by a Legendre contact transformation which makes the independent variables to be the velocity components u and v. Moreover, the resulting equation is amenable to the method of the 'separation of the variables' when u and v are replaced by the speed q = (w2-f-p2)*and the direction This method was effectively exploited by Chaplygin to solve the problem of flow in free jets whose boundary in the field of flow in the hodograph plane of u and v are the straight lines q = constant. But when Chaplygin's method was applied to the aerodynamic problem of the flow past a cylin drical obstacle, it was found at once that, although the equation for < f > was linear, the boundary conditions became exceedingly non-linear and complex.
A comprehensive survey of the researches into this peculiarly intractable problem has been given by Kuo & Sears,* and by Lighthill.f Cherry's first paper on this subject (20) is remarkable for more than one reason. It was published after a silence of some nine years; it was a venture into a field which he had never previously explored; and, taken together with Lighthill's researches,! it provided the first completely satisfactory application of the hodograph method to flows of real aerodynamic interest.
Without entering too deeply into the complex, technical details of Cherry's investigations, we may indicate the main features of the problem as follows: In the hodograph theory solutions for the Legendre potential are obtained in the form of an infinite series, t Lighthill, M. J. 1947. Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 191, 323, 341, 352. incompressible flow around a circular cylinder of radius l the Legendre velocity potential is
where Q_ is the speed in the main stream. It is clear that Q has a branch point at < 7 = d and 0 = 0, and that for each determination of the square root there will be two expansions, one for < and one for > CL Thus there will be four series for Q each valid in a certain region of the hodograph plane.
These features of the series expansion of Q in incompressible flow around a circular cylinder must also characterize the corresponding expansion of Q in compressible flow around any cylindrical obstacle, and we are at once challenged by three major problems:
(i) To choose the coefficients Av so that the series shall represent the flow around a specified cylindrical profile. This problem remains unsolved and seems to be insoluble.
(ii) To choose the coefficients Av so that the series shall represent the flow around some cylindrical profile, whose form will be initially unknown. The general solution of this problem was given by Lighthill (1947) for any field of two dimensional subsonic flow, and independently by Cherry (later in the same year 1947) for the special case of flow around a cylinder with symmetry about two axes respectively parallel and perpendicular to the main flow.
(iii) To choose the correct hypergeometric function f v{r) in each of four regions of the hodograph plane and to ensure that the conditions of analytic continuation are satisfied exactly. These conditions had not been satisfied in an earlier paper by Kuo & Tsien (1946) but a complete solution was given in the papers by Lighthill and Cherry.
Another form of solution was given by Bergman (1945) , and Cherry later (26) exhibited the equivalence of Bergman's solution as a definite integral, and his own solution is an infinite series.
Cherry's first paper on compressible flow (20) solved the problem of the analytic continuation by expressing hypergeometric functions whose parameters are large in terms of convergent series whose leading terms provide a suitable asymptotic representation (theorem 4, p. 60, 20) . This solution was restricted to the case where the circulation was zero and the main stream subsonic, but in (21) Cherry considered the case of flow with circulation sufficiently small to ensure the existence of two stagnation points on the cylinder. The most direct generalization of the formulae for incompressible flow now yield multiply-valued functions for compressible flow, and to get single-valued solutions it is necessary to introduce another multiply-valued solution which involves a set of constants determined by an infinite system of linear equations. These equations were solved explicitly and numerical solutions were found (22) for flow at free stream Mach number M = 0*510 around a cylinder of thickness ratio 0 • 93, and also for a number of other cases.
A second famous problem in transonic flow is the determination of the flow of a perfect gas through a two dimensional Lavel-nozzle with a steady and prescribed increase of velocity along the axis. The key to the solution of this problem was provided by the analogy between the hodograph series and the Kapteyn series studied in (24). Cherry obtained a family of exact solutions together with approximations in the neighbourhood of the axial sonic point (25 and 25a) .
The successful solution of the problem of the analytic continuation of the 'hodograph functions' had involved the use of functions which were multiplyvalued functions of the speed q and the direction 6. In (27) Cherry showed that single-valued solutions could be obtained by using an independent variable q and the auxiliary angle < / > defined by the equation 0 -0O = <£-2 a arctan --S*n 1 -q cos (p where a is a constant simply related to the adiabatic index y.
Such a solution is represented, over the whole of the physically signi ficant domain, by a single, rapidly convergent series. By this method Cherry constructed two dimensional solutions of the nozzle problem and of the flow past various aerofoil shapes in a uniform stream. Complete numerical results were calculated for a number of specific problems, and extensive tables were given for the functions required.
Two subsequent papers (28) and (29) exploit the full potentialities of this method for the construction of nozzle flows. Full numerical details are given which enable the construction of flow fields for which the throat is suitably shaped and which can be carried into a uniform supersonic region and which avoid the usual 'simple wave region'. In (29) Cherry gave a family of such solutions, depending on two numerical parameters a and specified in the form = 'pT-ailJR+blfjvv x = xT-axR-\-bxw y = yT -*yR+hw> where the suffixes T, R, W, indicate three standard solutions with the distinc tive properties that T gives a transonic flow, R radial flow and W a flow that is ultimately uniform. 0 being the stream function, and x, y Cartesian coordinates, the solutions T and W being given in terms of the variables and < f > defined above. Further investigations of these solutions are given in (30) together with some account of the singularities and branch lines which need to be studied.
Miscellaneous
In the list of Cherry's publications, which I owe to Professor E. R. Love, Thomas MacFarland Cherr 135 the last section entitled 'Miscellaneous' includes seventeen papers on a great variety of topics. Some of these were not accessible but their titles bear eloquent testimony to the wide interests of their author. Some of them are clearly the reflections of an experienced teacher on pedagogical problems; some of them deal with intensely practical problems of explosives, of radar, of inoculation, and a few deal with matters of mathematical interest.
Paper ( 
